Nearly all human behavior has some motivational component. We learn and select behaviors on the basis of the information currently present in the environment, but also on the basis of our current motivational state, in order to approach positive outcomes or avoid negative outcomes. Despite the fact that learning and motivation are intimately related behaviorally, they are artificially separated within psychology. Research in cognitive psychology has typically focused on the information that people process, with little regard for the factors that drive people to act, whereas motivation is generally studied in social and educational psychology. A major aim of this research is to bring motivation back into the realm of cognitive research.
has targeted the effects of motivation on learning, and to our knowledge, none of this work has used tasks that are understood well enough that computational modeling approaches can be used to rigorously examine the effects of motivation on learning processes (see Maddox, Markman, & Baldwin, 2006; Markman, Baldwin, & Maddox, 2005) . As our learning framework, we will focus on the domain of perceptual classification learning. Perceptual classification learning offers a nice starting point for examining the motivation-learning interface, because quick and accurate classification is central to the survival of all organisms and is performed thousands of times a day. Also of importance, sophisticated mathematical models have been developed that provide insights into the strategies that people adopt throughout learning. These models support fine-grained analyses of the performance of individual participants. In this article, we will examine the influence of motivational factors on perceptual classification learning by incorporating ideas developed in Higgins's regulatory focus theory (Higgins, 1987 (Higgins, , 1997 and his more recent notion of regulatory fit (Higgins, 2000; Higgins, Chen Idson, Freitas, Spiegel, & Molden, 2003) into the perceptual classification learning task.
In the next section, we will provide a brief overview of regulatory focus theory (Higgins, 1987 (Higgins, , 1997 and the notion of regulatory fit (Higgins, 2000; Higgins et al., 2003) , reviewing some of the relatively straightforward experimental manipulations that have been used to influence participants' motivational states. Then, we will discuss the implications of regulatory fit for perceptual classification and will outline a series of predictions. Next, we will present data from three experiments in which these predic-
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tions were tested by exploring the influence of regulatory fit on people's flexibility in classification. Finally, we will discuss the implications of these findings for behavioral research.
Regulatory Focus Theory and the Notion of Regulatory Fit
The motivation literature makes a distinction between approach and avoidance goals (e.g., Carver & Scheier, 1998; Lewin, 1935; Markman & Brendl, 1999; Miller, 1959) . Approach goals have desirable states that someone wishes to bring about. Avoidance goals have undesirable end states that someone wishes to prevent from occurring. Higgins and colleagues (Higgins, 1987 (Higgins, , 1997 extended this idea of approach and avoidance to suggest that orthogonal to approach and avoidance goals, there may be psychological states of readiness or sensitivity for potential gain/nongain or nonloss/loss goals that tune the sensitivity of the motivational system. On this view, a promotion focus activates an approach mode of processing that focuses the motivational system on the presence or absence of gains in the environment. In contrast, a prevention focus activates an avoidance mode of processing that focuses the motivational system on the presence or absence of losses in the environment. 1 Higgins and colleagues demonstrated that the type of regulatory focus people have in a given task affects cognitive processing and decision making (Crowe & Higgins, 1997; Shah & Higgins, 1997 ).
An advantage of using regulatory focus theory to study the effects of motivation on cognition is the fact that situational manipulations of regulatory focus are quite easy to instantiate but can lead to powerful effects. The basic logic of these manipulations is to focus people on global gains/nongains for a situational promotion focus or global nonlosses/losses for a situational prevention focus. The manipulation need not even be directly connected to the task of central interest in the study. For example, Crowe and Higgins (1997) told all participants that they would complete a recognition memory task, followed by a second task. The promotion participants were told that if they did well on the recognition task, the second task would be one that they "liked," whereas the prevention participants were told that if they did not do well on the recognition task, the second task would be one that they "disliked" (liked and disliked tasks were determined separately for each participant on the basis of pretesting). A different manipulation was used by Lee and Aaker (2004) . They exposed participants to advertisements and varied the tag line in the ad so that it focused either on potential positive states (e.g., "get energized") for a promotion focus or on potential negative states (e.g., "prevent clogged arteries") for a prevention focus. As a third example, Shah, Higgins, and Friedman (1998) had participants solve anagrams. The promotion participants were paid a base salary of $4 but were told that they could earn an extra $1 if they found 90% of the anagram solutions, whereas the prevention participants were paid a base salary of $5 but were told that they would lose $1 if they missed more than 10% of the anagram solutions. In all cases, this simple, easyto-instantiate situational regulatory focus manipulation had a large effect on performance. To anticipate, we used a situational regulatory focus manipulation modeled after that in Shah et al. in the experiments reported below.
Higgins and colleagues extended the notion of regulatory focus by suggesting that the influence of a person's situational regulatory focus (promotion or prevention) on cognition depends on the regulatory fit between that global situational focus and the more local gains and losses available in the task being performed (Avnet & Higgins, 2003; Higgins, 2000; Higgins et al., 2003; Lee & Aaker, 2004; Shah et al., 1998) . We will refer to the gains and losses associated with the task as the reward structure of the task. Their research suggests that a regulatory fit between the situational regulatory focus and the reward structure of the task (i.e., a situational promotion focus paired with a gains reward structure or a situational prevention focus paired with a losses reward structure) leads to a feeling of fluency that influences cognition and evaluation. A regulatory mismatch between the situational regulatory focus and the reward structure of the tasks (i.e., a situational promotion focus paired with a losses reward structure or a situational prevention focus paired with a gains reward structure) reduces this feeling of fluency. Shah et al. hypothesized that participants given a situational promotion focus should pursue the gaining of points more than the losing of points and that participants given a situational prevention focus should pursue avoiding the losing of points more than the gaining of points. As a test of this hypothesis, the participants were asked to solve 6 "red" and 6 "green" anagrams and were told that the goal was to finish with at least 4 points. The participants were told that for each green anagram, they would earn 1 point if they found all of the words (a gains reward structure). The participants were also told that for each red anagram they would lose 1 point if they did not find all of the words (a losses reward structure). The situational promotion focus participants were told that they would earn $4 but that if they gained 4 or more points, they would earn an extra $1. The situational prevention focus participants were told that they would earn $5 but that if they failed to gain 4 or more points, they would lose $1. As was predicted, the participants given a situational promotion focus pursued the green anagrams (the gains reward structure) more than the red (the losses reward structure), whereas the participants given a situational prevention focus pursued the red anagrams more than the green.
We expanded on this regulatory fit hypothesis by suggesting that regulatory fit actually increases people's cognitive flexibility, relative to a regulatory mismatch. On this view, flexibility is defined as an increase in an individual's ability or willingness to try different strategies across trials to achieve some stated goal, as opposed to utilizing gradual incremental changes in strategy. Importantly, cognitive flexibility is not always advantageous for efficient learning, and thus, a regulatory fit is not always advantageous. We will turn now to a brief review of our regulatory fit hypothesis as it applies to perceptual classification learning.
Regulatory Fit, Cognitive Flexibility, and Perceptual Classification Learning
Classification learning involves laying down a memory trace that leads to faster, more accurate responding in the future. It is generally agreed that mammals have multiple memory systems (Poldrack & Packard, 2003; Schacter, 1987; Squire, 1992) , and there is an overwhelming body of evidence to suggest that multiple classification learning systems exist (for reviews, see Ashby & Maddox, 2005; erickson & Kruschke, 1998; Kéri, 2003; Maddox & Ashby, 2004) .
One multiple systems model that has stimulated much research is the competition between verbal and implicit systems model (COVIS; Ashby, Alfonso-Reese, Turken, & Waldron, 1998; Ashby & Waldron, 1999) . This model postulates two systems that compete throughout learning: an explicit, hypothesis-testing system and an implicit, procedural-based learning system. Importantly, the model assumes that people have a bias toward the hypothesistesting system early in learning. COVIS assumes that rule-based category learning is dominated by the explicit hypothesis-testing system, whereas information integration category learning is dominated by the implicit procedural-based learning system.
With rule-based categories, the rule that maximizes accuracy is usually easy to describe verbally. For example, Figure 1A presents a scatterplot of stimuli from a twocategory rule-based condition with simple line stimuli that vary across trials in length, orientation, and horizontal position. The optimal decision rule is conjunctive and requires the participant to set a criterion on length and a criterion on orientation and to use the following rule: Respond A if the length is long and the orientation is steep; otherwise, respond B. A participant using the optimal length and orientation decision criteria could attain 100% accuracy. The position dimension is irrelevant, but the best unidimensional rule for position yields 83% accuracy. (A second rule-based category structure is presented in Figure 1B and will be described later.) Figure 1C presents a scatterplot of stimuli from a twocategory information integration condition with the same three-dimensional stimuli as those used in Figure 1A , along with the optimal diagonal decision rule. Again, position is irrelevant but can yield 83% correct, whereas the optimal decision rule requires an integration of the length and orientation information and can yield 100% accuracy. Because length and orientation are measured in different units and because the decision rule is not parallel to the coordinate axes, it cannot be described verbally. It is important to note that there is a large body of evidence to support the existence of the hypothesis-testing and procedural-based learning systems. This work suggests that the cognitive processes, as well as the relevant underlying neurobiology, differ across the two systems. A detailed review is beyond the scope of this article (see Ashby & Maddox, 2005; Ashby & Valentin, 2005; Maddox & Ashby, 2004) . With respect to the notion that a regulatory fit leads to cognitive flexibility, what is most important is that the hypothesis-testing system relies predominantly on frontal brain regions known to be involved in flexible cognitive processing, whereas the procedural-based learning system relies predominantly on subcortical regions, such as the tail of the caudate nucleus.
In this research we tested the hypothesis that a regulatory fit affects information processing by increasing cognitive flexibility, whereas a regulatory mismatch reduces cognitive flexibility. Cognitive flexibility implies an increase in one's ability or willingness to try different strategies across trials to achieve some stated goal, as opposed to utilizing more gradual incremental changes in strategy. When cognitive flexibility is advantageous for solving the task, a person in a regulatory fit should perform better than a person in a regulatory mismatch. On the other hand, when cognitive flexibility is disadvantageous and, instead, a gradual incremental approach is advantageous for solving the task, a person in a regulatory mismatch should perform better than a person in a regulatory fit.
There are a number of reasons to think that this hypothesis is plausible. First, Crowe and Higgins (1997; Shah et al., 1998) found that a regulatory fit led participants to generate more alternatives in an anagram task. Solving anagrams requires the participant to select and test numerous alternatives and, thus, can be defined generally as involving cognitive flexibility. Second, in a recent study (Markman, Maddox, Worthy, & Baldwin, in press), we found that a regulatory fit led participants to more associates in the remote associates task (RAT; Mednick, Mednick, & Mednick, 1964) , in which people find a word that is associated to three test words. The RAT is a classic measure of cognitive flexibility. Finally, there is growing neuroscientific evidence linking regulatory focus to activation in frontal brain areas. For example, Amodio, Shah, Sigelman, Brazy, and Harmon-Jones (2004; see also Cunningham, Raye, & Johnson, 2005 ) used eRPs to demonstrate a relationship between regulatory focus and activation in frontal brain areas. Although clearly more work is needed to fully understand the neurobiological underpinnings of cognitive flexibility, it seems reasonable to assume the involvement of frontal areas.
To test the hypothesis that regulatory fit affects classification learning through its effects on cognitive flexibility, we need a classification-learning task for which variations in cognitive flexibility will lead to observable performance differences. The proposed link between regulatory fit, cognitive flexibility, and the involvement of frontal brain regions suggests that regulatory fit manipulations should have the strongest effects on rule-based classification learning (Maddox et al., 2006) . Consider the rulebased classification-learning task outlined in Figure 1A . The optimal rule requires the participant to respond "A" to long, steep angle lines, to respond "B" to all other lines, and to ignore position, even though pilot studies collected in our lab suggest that the position dimension is highly salient and that participants focus initially on this dimension. In this case, cognitive flexibility would be advantageous, because finding the optimal rule would require the participant to be willing to abandon the highly salient position dimension in favor of a lower salience, conjunctive rule for length and orientation. Thus, we predicted that participants asked to learn the Figure 1A category structure should be more likely to learn the task if they were in a regulatory fit than if they were in a regulatory mismatch. experiment 1A tested this prediction, using a gains reward structure in which participants were trying to maximize the number of points earned. experiment 1B tested this prediction using a losses reward structure in which participants were trying to minimize the number of points lost.
The regulatory fit predictions for experiment 1 are summarized in Table 1 . In short, the participants in a regulatory fit (e.g., situational promotion with a gains reward structure and situational prevention with a losses reward structure) were expected to do better than participants in a regulatory mismatch (e.g., situational promotion with a losses reward structure and situational prevention with a gains reward structure). A complete test of the regulatory fit hypothesis required that we also examine classificationlearning situations in which cognitive flexibility was disadvantageous. When the nature of the optimal categorization rule was obvious from the outset and the participant needed only fine-tune the decision criteria, heightened cognitive flexibility might lead to too much variability in strategy use and, thus, poorer performance (assuming that the rule was difficult enough that the participants did not achieve optimal performance quite quickly regardless of their willingness to be flexible). In this case, we should observe better performance by those with a regulatory mismatch than by those with a regulatory fit. experiment 2 tested the hypothesis that a regulatory mismatch would yield better performance in a rule-based task for which the optimal rule was obvious from the outset. experiment 2 focused on a gains reward structure and used the four-category rule-based problem displayed in Figure 1B . The stimulus was a line whose length and orientation varied across trials, and the optimal rule was to "respond A if the length is short and the orientation is shallow; respond B if the length is short and the orientation is steep; respond C if the length is long and the orientation is shallow; and respond D if the length is long and the orientation is steep." The type of cognitive flexibility associated with qualitative shifts in the nature of the decision rule would not be useful here. Instead, good performance would be achieved through slower, more incremental changes in the decision criterion values that are associated with lower levels of cognitive flexibility. Thus, we predicted that the participants in a situational prevention focus (i.e., those in a regulatory mismatch) would show better learning than would the participants in a situational promotion focus (see Table 1 ).
In experiment 3, we examined a category structure for which cognitive flexibility was disadvantageous and used a losses reward structure. For reasons that will be outlined later, we abandoned the four-category rule-based task in favor of the two-category information integration task displayed in Figure 1C that shared many properties with the Figure 1A category structure. On the surface, the regulatory-fit-cognitive-flexibility hypothesis seems to predict little if any effect on information integration category learning, because information integration category learning is mediated by a procedural-based learning system that does not utilize frontal brain regions associated with cognitive flexibility. Recall, though, that COVIS assumes that there is a bias toward the hypothesis-testing system early in learning (Ashby et al., 1998) . One reason- able prediction is that a regulatory fit will lead to worse information integration performance early in learning because of an increased reliance on hypothesis-testing strategies. Thus, we predicted that the participants in a situational promotion focus would show better learning early in the task than would the participants in a situational prevention focus. Note that this is the opposite of the prediction for experiment 2 but is in line with the regulatory fit hypothesis (see Table 1 ).
In all three experiments, we examined the effects of regulatory fit on learning by using global measures of accuracy. In addition, and to better understand the nature of the participants' strategy development, we also applied a series of computational models to the data.
ExPERImENT 1 experiment 1 provided a critical test of the predicted interaction between situational regulatory focus and the reward structure of the task on performance in a perceptual classification task for which cognitive flexibility was advantageous. The stimulus on each trial was a line whose length, orientation, and horizontal position on the computer screen varied across trials. The category structure is displayed in Figure 1A . The optimal decision rule was conjunctive and required the participant to set a criterion on length and a criterion on orientation and to use the following rule: Respond A if the length is long and the orientation is steep; otherwise, respond B. A participant using the optimal rule could attain 100% accuracy, whereas the most accurate unidimensional rules for length, orientation, and position yielded 83% accuracy. each participant completed twelve 48-trial blocks in the experiment.
In experiment 1A, a gains reward structure was used in which the participant's goal was to maximize points earned and to exceed a performance criterion. In experiment 1B, a losses reward structure was used in which the participants' goal was to minimize the number of points lost. At the beginning of each block, a thermometer scale was set to zero. The thermometer scale allowed the participants to track their cumulative point total, relative to the performance criterion. A sample screen from the gains reward structure is displayed in Figure 2A , and a sample screen from the losses reward structure is displayed in Figure 2B .
The participants in the situational promotion focus condition were told that they could earn an entry into a drawing for $50 if they exceeded a performance criterion during the final block of trials (equivalent to meeting or exceeding 90% accuracy). The participants in the situational prevention focus condition were given an entry into the drawing for $50 upon entry into the laboratory but were told that they had to exceed the same performance criterion in order to keep the entry. Importantly, none of the unidimensional rules would allow the participants to exceed the performance criterion, and thus discovery of the optimal rule required cognitive flexibility.
method Participants
One hundred eighteen participants from the university community completed the study and received either course credit or $6 payment for participation in the experiment. Sixty participated in experiment 1A, with 30 in each regulatory focus condition. Fiftyeight participated in experiment 1B, with 28 in the situational promotion focus condition and 30 in the situational prevention focus condition. In addition, the participants were given the opportunity to obtain a 1-in-10 chance of receiving $50 in a random drawing (details provided below).
Stimuli and Stimulus Generation
The stimulus on each trial was a white line with some length and orientation presented against a black background vertically centered in the middle of a 650 3 650 pixel box, with some horizontal displacement from the left side of the box. A single set of 576 unique stimuli were samples, with 288 from Category A and 288 from Category B. This set was used for all the participants, but the order was randomized separately for each participant, with the constraint that the population parameters were preserved in each block. Category A consisted of stimuli sampled from 12 bivariate normal distributions on length and orientation, with 24 stimuli sampled from each. Category B consisted of stimuli sampled from 4 bivariate normal distributions on length and orientation, with 72 sampled from each. The value along the position dimension was generated independently, with the position values for Category A items being sampled from a univariate normal distribution with mean 5 253 pixels from the left side of the box and standard deviation 5 75 and the Category B items having mean 5 397 pixels and standard deviation 5 75. This yielded a wide range of positions and helped make the position di- mension especially salient. The category distribution parameters are outlined in Table 2 .
Procedure
The participants were tested individually in a dimly lit room. They were informed that there were two categories and that they should emphasize accuracy over speed of responding. In experiment 1A, a correct response resulted in a gain of 2 points, and an incorrect response resulted in no gain or a loss of points. In experiment 1B, a correct response resulted in a loss of 1 point, and an incorrect response resulted in a loss of 3 points. In experiment 1A, the participants in the promotion focus condition were told that they would be given the opportunity to obtain an entry into a drawing for $50 if they gained 86 or more points over the final 48 trials (the last block) of the experiment (86 5 43 of 48 trials correct 5 90% correct), whereas the participants in the prevention focus condition were given an entry into a drawing for $50 upon arrival in the laboratory but were informed that they would lose the entry if they failed to gain 86 or more points over the final 48 trials of the experiment. In experiment 1B, the participants in the promotion focus condition were told that they would be given the opportunity to obtain an entry into a drawing for $50 if they lost 58 or fewer points over the final 48 trials (the last block) of the experiment (258 5 43 of 48 trials correct 5 90% correct), whereas the participants in the prevention focus condition were given an entry into a drawing for $50 upon arrival in the laboratory but were informed that they would lose the entry if they failed to lose 58 or fewer points over the final 48 trials of the experiment. Both groups in both experiments were told that 10 participants were involved in the study and, thus, that they had at least a 1-in-10 chance of winning the drawing if they gained (or kept) their entry.
each experimental session consisted of the presentation of twelve 48-trial blocks. At the beginning of each block, a vertically oriented point meter was set to zero. A sample screen for the gains reward structure used in experiment 1A is displayed in Figure 2A , and a sample screen for the losses reward structure used in experiment 1B is displayed in Figure 2B . The point meter was displayed on the right side of the computer screen and consisted of a 750 pixel tall 3 50 pixel wide partially filled rectangle. The criterion was shown as a line across the meter and was labeled "Bonus." The region above the bonus line was labeled "yes," and the region below "No," to indicate that the bonus was earned when the point meter was above the line and was not earned below the line. On each trial, a stimulus was displayed until the participant pressed either the A or the B key. Following the response, visual feedback was provided below the stimulus presentation box for 300 msec. If the response was correct, the word "Correct" was displayed. If the response was incorrect, the word "No, the correct category was X" was displayed, where X was the correct category for the stimulus. While this visual feedback remained on the screen, the point meter was updated. If the response was correct, the point meter filled from the bottom by 10 pixels (to denote 2 points) in the gains condition or emptied from the top by 5 pixels (to denote 1 point) in the losses condition. The region of change in the meter flashed three times (200 msec for each flash) to emphasize that the meter was changing. In addition, the participant heard a cash register sound associated with each flash. There was a 100-msec pause, and then the current point total was shown both graphically on the meter and in the text next to the point meter for 300 msec. If the response was incorrect, the point meter remained unchanged in the gains condition or emptied from the top by 15 pixels (to denote 3 points) in the losses condition, and the participant heard a buzzer for 600 msec, followed by a 100-msec pause. For correct and incorrect responses, the stimulus display disappeared, but the point meter remained visible. There was a 250-msec intertrial interval, followed by the initiation of the next trial.
At the end of each block of trials, the participants were given feedback on their performance in that block. If they remained above the bonus criterion in the promotion condition, they were told, "If that had been the last block of trials you would have earned an entry into the drawing for $50." If they remained above the bonus criterion in the prevention condition, they were told, "If that had been the last block of trials you would have kept your entry into the drawing for $50." If it was the final block, they were told whether they had gained or kept their entry into the drawing.
Results and Theoretical Analyses
We took a two-pronged approach to the data analysis. We began with an examination of the accuracy rates to 360 290 12 12 0 Note-The orientation units were transformed into radians by multiplying each value by π/500. For experiments 1 and 3, the horizontal position for Category A items were sampled from a univariate normal distribution with mean 5 253 and standard deviation 5 75, whereas the Category B items were sampled from a univariate normal distribution with mean 5 397 and standard deviation 5 75.
determine how regulatory focus affected the accuracy of the participants' responding. Next, we applied a series of quantitative models to the data in an attempt to identify the types of strategies that the participants had used to solve the task and to determine what cognitive processes had been affected by the regulatory focus manipulation.
Accuracy Analyses
We conducted a number of separate analyses on the accuracy data to provide converging evidence in support of our hypothesis that a regulatory fit would lead to greater cognitive flexibility and, thus, to faster learning. We will present the analyses separately for experiments 1A and 1B.
Experiment 1A. First, for each participant, we identified the first block of trials for which his or her accuracy met or exceeded the 90% performance criterion. This denotes the first block of trials for which the participant would have received feedback that, had that been the final block of trials, he or she would have earned an entry into the drawing (promotion focus) or would have kept the entry into the drawing (prevention focus). Any participant who failed to meet or exceed the criterion at any time during the experiment was coded with a 13, because that would be the minimum number of blocks that a participant would need to achieve the criterion if he or she had not done it by the final (12th) block of trials. The results of a t test confirmed that the participants given a promotion focus exceeded the performance criterion sooner (after 4.30 blocks, on average) than did the participants given a prevention focus (after 5.97 blocks, on average) [t(58) 5 1.70, p 5 .06].
Second, for each block of trials, we compared the proportion of promotion and prevention focus participants who met or exceeded the 90% performance criterion (see Figure 3A ). We used a binomial test to determine whether the proportion of promotion participants who exceeded the criterion was significantly larger than the proportion of prevention participants who exceeded the criterion. The binomial test for the final block was significant ( p , .01), with 63.3% of the promotion participants, but only 36.7% of the prevention participants, meeting or exceeding criterion. Binomial tests conducted on a block-by-block basis suggested that the promotion advantage was significant in Blocks 3, 5, 10, and 11 ( p , .05). The differences were nonsignificant in every other block except Block 2, which showed an advantage for the prevention regulatory focus. 2 Collapsing across all blocks, the promotion focus participants exceeded criterion 40% of the time, whereas the prevention focus participants exceeded criterion only 27% of the time.
Finally, as is shown in Figure 3B , we computed the average accuracy in each block for the promotion and prevention participants. As was expected, the promotion participants were significantly more accurate (91.3%) than the prevention participants (86.5%) during the final block of trials [t (58) Experiment 1B. The measures examined in experiment 1A were also examined in 1B. First, for each participant, we identified the first block of trials for which their accuracy met or exceeded the 90% performance criterion. In support of the regulatory fit hypothesis, the prevention focus participants exceeded the performance criterion sooner (after 3.43 blocks, on average) than did the promotion focus participants (after 4.25 blocks, on average), although this difference was nonsignificant (t , 1). These values are similar to those observed in experiment 1A, although, under a losses reward structure, the performance criterion appears to be exceeded earlier, on average. Second, for each block of trials, we compared the proportion of promotion and prevention focus participants who met or exceeded the 90% performance criterion (see Figure 3D ). Binomial tests were used to determine whether the proportion of prevention participants who exceeded the criterion was significantly larger than the proportion of promotion participants who exceeded the criterion. There was a prevention advantage in every block except Blocks 2 and 11, and the advantage was statistically significant in Blocks 3, 4, 6, and 8 ( p , .05). Collapsing across all blocks, the prevention focus participants exceeded criterion 46% of the time, whereas the promotion focus participants exceeded criterion only 34% of the time. Again, these findings are in line with the regulatory fit hypothesis and are quite similar to the values observed in experiment 1A, in which 40% of the regulatory fit participants (i.e., those with a promotion focus), on average, exceeded criterion, whereas only 27% of the regulatory mismatch participants (i.e., those with a prevention focus) exceeded the criterion. Finally, we computed average accuracy in each block for the promotion and prevention participants (see Figure 3e ). Collapsed across blocks, accuracy rates were higher for the prevention participants (87.2%) than for the promotion participants (84.4%) [t (56) . These average accuracy rates are consistent with the regulatory fit hypothesis and are similar to the values observed in experiment 1A, in which the regulatory fit participants (those with a promotion focus) achieved 86.8% average accuracy, whereas the regulatory mismatch participants (those with a prevention focus) achieved 84.5% average accuracy.
Taken together, the accuracy-based analyses from experiments 1A and 1B converge in suggesting that participants in a regulatory fit (i.e., a situational promotion focus with gains or a situational prevention focus with losses) (1) exceed the performance criterion earlier in training, (2) are more likely, in general, to exceed the performance criterion necessary to earn (or keep) an entry into a drawing, and (3) obtain higher overall accuracy rates than do participants in a regulatory mismatch (i.e., a situational prevention focus with gains or a situational promotion focus with losses).
model-Based Analyses
The accuracy-based analyses support the proposal that a regulatory fit increases cognitive flexibility, leading participants to learn more quickly and attain a higher accuracy rate. To determine whether the improved performance was due to regulatory fit participants' (the situational promotion focus participants in experiment 1A and the situational prevention focus participants in experiment 1B) abandoning simple unidimensional rules in favor of the more complex, optimal conjunctive rule more quickly than did the regulatory mismatch participants (the situational prevention participants in experiment 1A and the situational promotion participants in experiment 1B), we fit five decision bound models separately to the data from each participant on a block-by-block basis. 3 All the analyses were performed at the individual-participant level, because of concerns with modeling aggregate data (e.g., Ashby, Maddox, & Lee, 1994; estes, 1956; Maddox, 1999; Maddox & estes, 2004; Smith & Minda, 1998) . The optimal conjunctive rule model assumes that the participant uses the optimal criterion along length and orientation. This model has one free parameter that represents the variance of internal (perceptual and criterial) noise. The suboptimal conjunctive rule model allows the length and orientation decision criteria to be estimated from the data and has three parameters (two for the decision criteria and one for the variance of internal noise). The unidimensional length model assumes that the participant sets a criterion on length and gives one response for short lines and the other response for long lines and completely ignores orientation and position. The unidimensional orientation model assumes that the participant sets a criterion on orientation and gives one response for shallow lines and the other response for steep lines and completely ignores length and position. The unidimensional position model assumes that the participant sets a criterion on position and gives one response for lines to the left and the other response for lines to the right and completely ignores length and orientation. each of the three unidimensional models contains two free parameters (i.e., one decision criterion and the noise variance).
The model parameters were estimated using maximum likelihood (Ashby, 1992; Wickens, 1982) , and the goodnessof-fit statistic was
where r is the number of free parameters and L is the likelihood of the model, given the data (Akaike, 1974; Takane & Shibayama, 1992) . The smaller the AIC, the closer a model is to the "true model," regardless of the number of free parameters. Thus, the best model is the one with the smallest AIC value (for a discussion of the complexities of model comparisons, see Myung, 2000; Pitt, Myung, & Zhang, 2002) . Experiment 1A. Table 3 displays the percentage of the promotion and prevention participants' data best fit by a conjunctive rule model, the unidimensional position model, and the unidimensional length or unidimensional orientation model separately by block. 4 For ease of comparison with the accuracy data, we also plot the proportion of promotion and prevention participants' data best fit by a conjunctive rule in Figure 3C . In addition, we present the average accuracy rate for the participants in each model class. Before summarizing the model results, it is important to determine whether the models provided a good account of the data. Poor-fitting models should not be interpreted. The models fit the data well, with the most general, suboptimal conjunctive rule model accounting for 92% and 86% of the final block responses for the promotion and the prevention condition participants, respectively.
Following the approach taken with the accuracy data, we conducted a number of separate analyses on the modeling results, in an attempt to provide converging evidence in support of the hypothesis that participants in a regulatory fit (i.e., those with a promotion focus) have greater cognitive flexibility and, thus, show faster learning. First, as was expected, the unidimensional length and unidimensional orientation models rarely fit the data best, providing the best fit for over 25% of the data in only the first block of trials for the promotion and prevention participants and rarely fitting best for more than 10% of the data in any other block. In contrast, the proportion of data sets best fit by the unidimensional position model was high in all but Blocks 1 and 3 and was higher for the prevention participants than for the promotion participants. This pattern suggests that the prevention focus participants were less likely to abandon this simple rule in favor of the more complex conjunctive rule. Second, we identified the first block of trials for which a conjunctive rule model provided the best account of the data separately for each participant. Any participant whose data were never best fit by a conjunctive model was coded with a 13. The results of a t test confirmed that the promotion participants' data were best fit by a conjunctive model earlier (after 3.87 blocks, on average), in comparison with the prevention participants' data (after 6.07 blocks, on average) [t(58) 5 1.830, p , .05]. Finally, we determined whether the proportion of participants whose data were best fit by a conjunctive rule model was higher for the promotion participants than for the prevention participants, using binomial tests. Although the proportion of promotion participants whose data were best fit by a conjunctive rule was larger than that for the prevention participants in all but the first block of trials, the promotion focus advantage was statistically significant only in Blocks 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 ( p , .05) . 5 Taken together, these results suggest that when there is a gains reward structure, promotion focus participants are more cognitively flexible than prevention participants, because they abandon the simple unidimensional rule in favor of the more complex conjunctive rule more quickly. We expected that after a participant had abandoned the unidimensional rule for a conjunctive rule, learning should proceed at approximately the same rate regardless of regulatory fit. To test this hypothesis, we examined the change in the noise parameter across blocks for the promotion and the prevention participants' best fits by a conjunctive rule model. Specifically, we identified the first block of trials for which a conjunctive rule model fit each participant's data and then tracked the noise value from that "first" block four additional blocks out. We analyzed only five blocks from the first use of a conjunctive rule, because many of the participants completed the experiment within five blocks of using the conjunctive rule for the first time. The average noise standard deviations were 44, 36, 26, 34, and 28 for the promotion condition and 41, 35, 31, 34, and 29 for the prevention condition. All the t tests comparing the promotion and prevention noise values on a blockby-block basis were nonsignificant (all ts , 1), supporting our claim that promotion and prevention participants' performance profiles should be the same once they shift to a conjunctive model. An examination of the best-fitting decision criteria revealed an identical pattern.
Experiment 1B. Table 4 displays the percentage of promotion and prevention participants' data best fit by a conjunctive rule model, the unidimensional position model, and either the unidimensional length or the unidimensional orientation model separately by block, along with the average accuracy rate for the participants in each model class. Figure 3F plots the proportion of promotion and prevention participants' data best fit by a conjunctive rule. As in experiment 1A, the best-fitting model from the final block of trials accounted for 92% and 90% of the responses for the prevention and the promotion condition participants, respectively, suggesting a good account of the data.
As was expected, and in line with the results from experiment 1A, the unidimensional length and unidimensional orientation models rarely fit the data best, providing the best fit for over 25% of the data only in the first block of trials for the promotion participants and fitting best only 8% of the time overall. On the other hand, the proportion of data sets best fit by the unidimensional position model was high (44% for the prevention participants and 62% for the promotion participants, on average) and was higher in all the blocks for the promotion participants than in those for the prevention participants. Also as was predicted from the regulatory fit hypothesis, the prevention participants' data were best fit by a conjunctive model earlier (after 3.5 blocks, on average), in comparison with the promotion participants (after 5.2 blocks, on average). This difference was marginally significant [t(56) 5 1.55, p 5 .06]. Finally, the proportion of participants whose data were best fit by a conjunctive rule model was higher for the prevention participants than for the promotion participants. An examination of Figure 3F suggests that more prevention participants than promotion participants shifted away from unidimensional strategies to conjunctive strategies in all but the final block. Binomial tests suggested that the prevention advantage was significant in Blocks 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 8 ( p , .05) .
Following the approach taken in experiment 1A, we examined the change in the noise parameter across blocks for the promotion and prevention participants best fit by a conjunctive rule model. We identified the first block of were no significant differences in the noise values across the promotion and prevention participants in any block (largest t value 5 1.16), suggesting that promotion and prevention participants' performance profiles should be the same once they shift to a conjunctive model. Analyses of the decision criterion yielded a similar result.
Discussion
In experiment 1, we tested the hypothesis that a regulatory fit between the situational regulatory focus and the reward structure of the task would lead to greater cognitive flexibility, using a rule-based perceptual classification task for which flexibility was advantageous. In experiment 1A, we used a gains reward structure, and in experiment 1B, we used a losses reward structure. The regulatory fit hypothesis predicts that situational promotion focus participants should perform better in experiment 1A, whereas situational prevention focus participants should perform better in experiment 1B. As was predicted, the participants in a regulatory fit exceeded the performance criterion sooner and achieved a higher overall level of performance during the final blocks of trials than did the people in a regulatory mismatch. The model-based analyses suggested that the participants in a regulatory fit shifted away from a unidimensional rule strategy toward a conjunctive rule strategy sooner than did the people in a regulatory mismatch, resulting in quicker, better learning. Interestingly, though, once a regulatory fit or regulatory mismatch participant abandoned the unidimensional rule in favor of the conjunctive rule, their learning profile was the same. The latter finding suggests that the regulatory fit manipulation affected the speed of the shift from unidimensional to conjunctive rule use but not the adjustments to the conjunctive rule decision criteria, once that shift had been achieved.
On the basis of the results of experiment 1 only, one might draw the conclusion that a regulatory fit leads to better performance in classification tasks than does a regulatory mismatch. This fit advantage might hold regardless of whether cognitive flexibility is advantageous or not. In experiment 2, we tested this hypothesis with a gains reward structure, and in experiment 3, we tested this hypothesis with a losses reward structure.
ExPERImENT 2
To determine whether a regulatory fit leads to better classification learning, regardless of the need for flexibility cognitive processing, or whether a regulatory fit leads to increased cognitive flexibility and, thus, to poor performance when cognitive flexibility is disadvantageous, we designed a rule-based classification task for which conservative changes in a person's criterion would lead to better performance in the task than would large changes that might be associated with high flexibility. As in experiment 1, we used a conjunctive-rule-based classificationlearning task, but instead of a two-category problem for which unidimensional rules existed that yielded good performance, we used a four-category problem for which it was clear early in learning that a two-dimensional rule was required (see Figure 1B) . The stimulus on each trial was a line whose length and orientation varied across trials. The optimal rule can be described as follows: "Respond A if the length is short and the orientation is shallow, respond B if the length is short and the orientation is steep, respond C if the length is long and the orientation is shallow, and respond D if the length is long and the orientation is steep." Because the two-dimensional nature of the optimal rule is clear early in learning, the type of cognitive flexibility associated with qualitative shifts in the nature of the decision rule will not be useful. Instead, good performance will be achieved through slower, more incremental changes in the decision criterion values. These slower, more incremental changes should be associated with lower levels of cognitive flexibility. In experiment 2, we used a gains reward structure and, thus, predicted that regulatory mismatch participants (i.e., those with a situation prevention focus) should perform better.
Two additional characteristics of the task were added to bias the task in favor of low cognitive flexibility. First, the category distributions overlapped, requiring the participants to learn the noisy criterion between short and long lines and between shallow and steep orientations. Second, a base rate manipulation was introduced. Specifically, Categories C and D were presented three times as often as Categories A and B. Base rate manipulations affect the location of the optimal decision criterion and, in the present experiment, shifted the location of the optimal length criterion away from the equal likelihood criterion. When the base rates are unequal, the optimal classifier sacrifices accuracy on the low base rate categories to increase accuracy on the more prevalent high base rate categories, effectively increasing overall accuracy and long-run reward. In the present study, optimal accuracy was 77% for Categories A and B and 89% for Categories C and D. Thus, the fact that (1) the two-dimensional nature of the optimal rule is clear early, (2) the locations of the optimal criteria are noisy due to category overlap, and (3) the base rate difference shifts the criteria away from the equal likelihood criteria should provide an environment that fits well with the low cognitive flexibility, prevention focus manipulation.
The regulatory focus manipulation is one that is fairly subtle and, thus, should not be expected to lead to differential patterns of performance under all conditions. For example, if one constructs a situation in which the bonus is easily attainable even with a suboptimal rule, there should be little effect of regulatory focus, because both promotion and prevention focus participants should achieve the goal easily. In contrast, if we create a situation in which the bonus is rarely or never attainable, we should observe larger effects of the situational regulatory focus manipulation. To investigate this possibility, we examined the effects of situational regulatory focus (promotion vs. prevention) on four-category conjunctive-rule-based classification learning under two goal states, one for which the bonus was easily attainable (the attainable goal condition) and one for which the bonus was unattainable (the unattainable goal condition). This resulted in a 2 (situational regulatory focus) 3 2 (goal state) factorial design.
Situational focus was manipulated using the same approach as that in experiment 1. The participants in the attainable goal condition received 2 points for each correct response and no points for incorrect responses. The participants in the attainable goal condition could obtain or keep the drawing entry if they achieved 75% of the performance level obtained by the optimal classifier. The participants in the unattainable goal condition received 1 point for each correct response and no points for incorrect responses. The participants in this condition could not obtain or keep the drawing entry even if they responded correctly on every trial in the experiment.
We predicted that situational regulatory focus and goal state should interact in their effect on performance. Specifically, we predicted no effect of situational focus when the goal state was highly attainable because both the promotion and the prevention participants could easily achieve the stated goal. In contrast, we predicted a strong effect of situational focus on performance when the goal state was unattainable. Under these conditions, the promotion and prevention participants were unable to achieve the goal state but were attempting to do so throughout the session. If a promotion focus leads to high levels of cognitive flexibility, the promotion focus participants should be biased toward large changes in their decision criteria across trials. In contrast, if a prevention focus leads to lower levels of cognitive flexibility, the prevention focus participants should be biased toward smaller changes in their decision criteria across trials. Learning of noisy decision criteria under unequal base rate conditions should be better when small decision criterion changes are made. Thus, this task was better suited for a situational prevention focus.
method Participants
One hundred three participants from the university community completed the study and received course credit or $6 payment for participation. In addition, the participants were given the opportunity to obtain a 1-in-10 chance of receiving $50 in a random drawing. Twenty-five participated in the promotion-attainable condition, with 26 participating in the promotion-unattainable, preventionattainable, and prevention-unattainable conditions. No one participated in more than one condition.
Stimuli and Stimulus Generation
The stimulus on each trial was a white line with some length and orientation presented against a black background centered in the middle of a 650 3 650 pixel box in the upper left corner of the computer screen. Because the categories overlapped, optimal accuracy was 77% for the low base rate categories and 89% for the high base rate categories. Seventy-two unique stimuli were generated from the two low base rate categories (A and B) , and 216 unique stimuli were generated from the two high base rate categories (C and D), for a total of 576 unique stimuli. each category consisted of stimuli from four bivariate normal distributions. eighteen items were sampled from each of the A and B subcategories, whereas 54 were sampled from each of the C and D subcategories. The category distribution parameters are outlined in Table 2 , and a scatterplot of the stimuli, along with the optimal bounds, is displayed in Figure 1B . The stimuli were randomized separately for each participant.
Procedure
The participants were tested individually in a dimly lit room. They were informed that there were four categories and that they should emphasize accuracy over speed of responding. There was no mention of the base rate manipulation. The participants in the promotion focus condition were told that they would be given the opportunity to obtain an entry into a drawing for $50 if they gained 67 or more points over the final 48 trials (the last block) of the experiment. The participants in the prevention focus condition were given an entry into a drawing for $50 upon arrival in the laboratory but were informed that they would lose the entry if they did not gain 67 or more points over the final 48 trials of the experiment. In the attainable goal condition, a correct response resulted in a gain of 2 points, whereas in the unattainable goal condition, a correct response resulted in a gain of only 1 point. In both conditions, no points were gained or lost for an incorrect response. In the attainable goal condition, the ideal observer obtains 90 points in a block of trials. On the basis of pilot research, we found that nearly all participants can reach 75% of optimal or 67 points within a few blocks (usually three or four). All other aspects of the experimental procedure were identical to those in experiment 1.
Results and Theoretical Analyses
As in experiment 1, we will begin with an examination of the accuracy rates, to determine how situational regulatory focus and goal state affected the accuracy of the participants' responses. Then we will turn to the models, in an attempt to identify what cognitive processes were affected by the situational focus and goal state manipulations.
Accuracy Analyses
Because the goal was highly attainable in the attainable goal state conditions, we expected that the promotion and prevention participants would meet or exceed the performance criterion early in learning and at the same rate. As a test of this prediction, we determined the first block of trials for which each promotion and prevention participant met or exceeded the goal. As was expected, both groups achieved the goal early (average for promotion 5 2.76; prevention 5 3.35), and there was no difference across regulatory focus groups [t(49) 5 1.16, p . .05]. The same analyses could not be conducted on the unattainable goal participants, since the goal was not attainable even if the participant was correct on every trial. Thus, to determine how situational regulatory focus and goal state affected performance, we conducted a 2 (regulatory focus: promotion vs. prevention) 3 2 (goal state: attainable vs. unattainable) 3 12 (block) ANOVA on the proportion correct data. Figure 4A displays Figure 4B . Three comments are in order. First, regulatory focus had no effect on performance when the goal was attainable (t , 1). Second, performance in the prevention-unattainable-goal condition was equivalent to performance for the promotion-and preventionattainable-goal conditions (ts , 1). Finally, performance in the promotion-unattainable-goal condition was significantly worse than that in each of the other three conditions ( ps , .01). Taken together, these data suggest that a situational prevention focus (i.e., a regulatory mismatch) leads to better conjunctive-rule-based classification learning when the goal is unattainable and cognitive flexibility is disadvantageous. When the goal is attainable, regulatory focus has no effect on performance.
model-Based Analyses
Four decision bound models were fit separately to each participant's block-by-block data. 6 each assumes that the participant used a conjunctive, rule-based strategy, but the models differ in their assumptions about the optimality of the decision criterion placement along the length and orientation dimensions. The optimal model assumes that the participant used the length and orientation criteria that maximized performance. This model has only internal noise variance as a free parameter. The suboptimal length model allows the length criterion to be estimated from the data, whereas the suboptimal orientation model allows the orientation criterion to be estimated from the data. These two models contain two free parameters (i.e., one criterion and the noise variance). The suboptimal length-orientation model allows the length and orientation criteria to be estimated from the data (along with the noise variance).
AIC was used to determine the best-fitting model for each participant separately by block. As one might expect, performance became more nearly optimal over blocks. Interestingly, there was a shift from the suboptimal lengthorientation model's dominating early toward better fits of the suboptimal length model. Recall that the latter model assumes the optimal decision criterion along the orientation dimension and a suboptimal decision criterion along the length dimension. This pattern was expected, since the base rate manipulation was along the length dimension and it is well established that participants underestimate the criterion shift associated with optimal responding when base rates are unequal (see Maddox, 2002 , for a review). Despite this one interesting aspect of the modelbased-learning profile, the most important model-based results can be obtained by examining model performance averaged across blocks. Table 5 displays the percentage of participants whose data were best fit by each of the models (averaged across the 12 blocks), along with the average accuracy rate for each class of participants separately for the four situational regulatory focus 3 goal state conditions. Two main comments are in order. First, the percentage of participants best fit by each model was relatively unaffected by the regulatory focus and goal state manipulations, although a slightly higher percentage of participants used the optimal decision strategy in the prevention-unattainable condition. Second, of the four models, the suboptimal length model provided the best fit for approximately 40% of the participants across conditions. This finding, along with the fact that approximately 20% of the participants' data were best fit by the optimal model, suggests that approximately 60% of the participants in each condition were using the optimal decision criterion along orientation, but not along length.
As was outlined earlier, we predicted that a situational promotion focus should lead to greater cognitive flexibility in the form of larger shifts in the decision criteria across trials when the goal was unattainable. Large shifts in the decision criteria across trials would result in a larger estimate of the noise parameter in the model. Thus, we predicted larger noise estimates in the promotion-unattainable condition than in the other three conditions. In addition, we predicted no difference in the noise estimates across these three remaining conditions. As a test of this hypothesis, we examined the parameters of the suboptimal length-orientation model. This model is the most general model and thus, by definition, must provide the best account of the data. In fact, during the final block of trials, this model accounted, on average, for 82%, 84%, 73%, and 80% of the participants' responses in the promotion-attainable, prevention-attainable, promotion-unattainable, and prevention-unattainable conditions, respectively. The estimated standard deviation of internal noise from the suboptimal length-orientation model was subjected to a 2 (regulatory focus) 3 2 (goal state) 3 12 (block) mixed design ANOVA. All three main effects were significant [regulatory focus, F(1,99) These data are depicted in Figure 5 . As was expected, we found that the standard deviation of internal noise was statistically equivalent across the two attainable goal conditions and the prevention-unattainable goal condition but that there was significantly greater variability in the promotion-unattainable goal condition than in any other condition (all ps , .05). It is worth mentioning that an examination of the best-fitting decision criteria yielded a similar result, with larger deviations from the optimal values in the promotion-unattainable condition than in the other three conditions that yielded similar decision criterion values.
Discussion
In experiment 2, we examined the effects of regulatory focus on four-category, conjunctive-rule-based classification learning when the goal was easily attainable or unattainable and a gains reward structure was present. Because the two-dimensional nature of the rule was clear early in learning, and because noisy decision criteria had to be learned under unequal base rate conditions, we expected that classification learning would be best when the participant was under a motivational state conducive to gradual, incremental adjustment of the decision criteria, as opposed to a motivational state conducive to large shifts in the decision criteria. Our working hypothesis was that a promotion focus results in a high level of cognitive flexibility because of the regulatory fit with the gains reward structure and, thus, is associated with large criterion shifts, whereas a prevention focus results in low levels of cognitive flexibility and, thus, is associated with more gradual shifts in criterion. We predicted that this regulatory focus effect would be observed only when the goal was difficult (or impossible) to attain.
The results supported our prediction. Performance in the attainable goal condition was unaffected by regulatory focus and was equivalent to performance in the unattainable goal condition when a prevention focus was induced. In contrast, performance was significantly worse in the unattainable goal condition when a promotion focus (regulatory fit) was induced. The model-based analyses suggest that the locus of this performance deficit in the latter condition is due to poorer decision criterion placement and greater variability in the memory and placement of the decision criterion. Both of these problems can be predicted from the cognitive flexibility hypothesis, because large changes in the decision criteria will lead to poorer learning of the optimal criteria and, by definition, will be more variable.
ExPERImENT 3
In experiment 2, we used a gains reward structure and a rule-based category structure for which the rule was obvious early in learning to test the hypothesis that a regulatory fit would be disadvantageous when cognitive flexibility was disadvantageous. To increase the likelihood that cognitive flexibility would be disadvantageous, we utilized overlapping categories and unequal base rates. Importantly, we took a first step toward examining the influence of goal state-in particular, its attainability. We found support for the regulatory fit hypothesis in that prevention focus participants (those in a regulatory mismatch) showed better learning, but only when the goal was unattainable.
In experiment 3, we also used a category structure for which cognitive flexibility was disadvantageous but examined a losses reward structure. Rather than continue to examine the influence of goal state and use unequal base rate, overlapping categories, in experiment 3 we decided to take a more direct approach and to extend our investigation to the use of information integration categories. In experiment 3, we used procedures that were as similar as possible to those in experiment 1, the category structure displayed in Figure 1C . Note that the stimulus dimensions were identical to those used in experiment 1. Accuracy for the optimal information integration rule was 100%, and the most accurate unidimensional rule on the highly salient position dimension yielded 83%, as in experiment 1. The losses reward structure, bonus criterion, and manipulation of regulatory focus in experiment 1 were used. The main (but critical) difference was that the optimal rule required information integration.
With information integration category structures such as those in Figure 1C , conjunctive rules can often be utilized that lead to higher levels of performance than do unidimensional rules. We were aware of this possibility when designing the task and were careful to construct an information integration rule for which the conjunctive rules yielded accuracy below the 90% criterion level. This is not a trivial task, but we were able achieve our aim. The most accurate conjunctive rule that utilized length and orientation yielded 78% correct. The most accurate conjunctive rules that utilized position and length or position and orientation yielded higher accuracy rates of 86%.
COVIS assumes that a procedural-based learning system dominates information integration category learning. On the basis of the proposed link between frontal brain structures, cognitive flexibility, and processing in the hypothesis-testing system, we predicted little effect of regulatory fit on information integration processing once the procedural-based learning system began to dominate. However, COVIS assumes that early in learning, there is a bias toward the hypothesis-testing system. A regulatory fit is hypothesized to affect processing in the hypothesistesting system by increasing cognitive flexibility. This should have several effects on information integration category learning. First, increased cognitive flexibility should lead regulatory fit participants (i.e., those with a prevention focus) to rely longer on rule-based strategies than do participants in a regulatory mismatch condition. This should be observable early in learning for the prevention participants as a performance decline (i.e., lower accuracy) and in the model fits as a higher proportion of prevention participants' data sets being fit by rule-based models. Second, because increased cognitive flexibility should lead participants to be more likely to abandon the highly salient position dimension in favor of the lower salience conjunctive rules, we should observe a higher proportion of regulatory fit participants using conjunctive rules early in learning, whereas regulatory mismatch participants using rules should be more likely to be using the highly salient position dimension. Finally, any effect of regulatory fit should disappear later in learning, because participants in both regulatory focus conditions are using procedural-based learning strategies or because those who are still using rules are using conjunctive rules.
method Participants
Forty-one participants from the university community completed the study and received course credit or $6 payment for participation. Twenty participated in the prevention focus condition, and 21 in the promotion focus condition. No one participated in more than one condition. In addition, the participants were given the opportunity to obtain a 1-in-10 chance of receiving $50 in a random drawing.
Stimuli, Stimulus Generation, and Procedure
The category distribution parameters are outlined in Table 2 . The procedure used for generating and presenting the stimuli, as well as the general experimental procedure, was identical to that in experiment 1.
Results and Theoretical Analyses Accuracy Analyses
As in experiment 1, we will begin by examining the proportion of participants who met or exceeded the 90% perfor-mance criterion. First, we computed the first block in which the participants met or exceeded the performance criterion. As was predicted from the regulatory fit hypothesis, the promotion participants (after 8.2 blocks, on average) exceeded criterion slightly sooner than did the prevention participants (after 9.1 blocks, on average). even so, this difference was not significant. In experiment 1, the participants reached criterion after approximately 4 blocks of trials, and 60% of the participants reached criterion by the 12th block of trials. In the present experiment, on the other hand, it took the participants, on average, over twice as long to reach criterion, and by the 12th block of trials, only 30% of the participants had reached criterion. Taken together, these data indicate that this task was more difficult than the task in experiment 1. Figure 6A displays the average accuracy rates for the promotion and prevention participants. As was expected from the regulatory fit hypothesis, the promotion focus participants (who were in a regulatory mismatch condition) were more accurate than were the prevention focus participants (who were in a regulatory fit condition) early in learning (i.e., during Blocks 1-5), but later in learning, the accuracy rates were nearly identical. Specifically, the promotion participants achieved 75% accuracy during Blocks 1-5, whereas the prevention participants achieved only 69% accuracy [t(39) 5 2.06, p , .05]. During Blocks 6-12, on the other hand, the promotion (82%) and the prevention (82%) focus participants achieved the same accuracy rate (t , 1). 
model-Based Analyses
Several decision bound models were fit separately to each participant's block-by-block data. The three unidimensional-rule-based models described in experiment 1 were fit to the data (two parameters each). In addition, several conjunctive-rule-based models were fit to the data (three parameters each). These included the suboptimal conjunctive model from experiment 1 that applied a rule on length and orientation, as well as conjunctive models that applied rules on length and position or orientation and position. A random responder model that assumed a fixed probability of responding "A" for all the stimuli was also applied (one parameter). Three procedural-based learning models were applied. One assumed that the participant used the optimal decision bound displayed in Figure 1B (one parameter), a second estimated the best-fitting slope and intercept of this bound from the data (three parameters), and a third assumed that the decision bound was piecewise linear with two separate linear components (five parameters). As in experiment 1, we used AIC to determine the best-fitting model for each participant in each block. On average, the best-fitting model from the final block of data accounted for 84% and 87% of the responses for the promotion and the prevention participants, respectively, suggesting a good account of the data.
Figures 6B-6e display the proportions of participants best fit by an information integration, conjunctive rule, unidimensional rule, or random responder model, respectively, for each block of trials. Table 6 displays the percentage of participants best fit by each model class, along with the average accuracy rate during early learning (Blocks 1-5) and late learning (Blocks 6-12). The analyses were aggregated in this way because the accuracy rates and block-by-block model results (see Figure 6 ) suggested that the effects of regulatory fit were restricted to Blocks 1-5. Although the data from all three unidimensional-rulebased models are combined, the overwhelming majority of the time (over 80%) the unidimensional position model provided the better fit.
Several comments are in order. First, as was expected, the effect of regulatory focus on information integration category learning was restricted to the first several blocks of trials (early learning). The model proportions were quite similar across regulatory focus conditions late in learning. Second, and as was predicted from the regulatory fit hypothesis, during early learning, an information integration model fit a larger proportion of the participants' data in the regulatory mismatch condition (37%) than in the regulatory fit condition (20%). This difference was significant, on the basis of a binomial test, in Blocks 1, 3, and 4 ( p , .05). Third, the proportion of the participants' data best fit by a rule-based model during early learning in the regulatory fit (60%) and regulatory mismatch (63%) conditions did not differ; however, the proportion of these data sets best fit by a conjunctive model was higher in the fit condition (40%) than in the mismatch condition (29%), although the effect was significant in Block 3 only. By extension, the proportion best fit by a unidimensional model was lower in the fit condition (14%) than in the mismatch condition (29%). This difference was significant in Blocks 3 and 5. Thus, the participants in a regulatory fit condition were faster to abandon a highly salient unidimensional rule in favor of a more accurate conjunctive-rule-based strategy.
Finally, and somewhat unexpectedly, the proportion of participants whose data were best fit by a random responder model early in learning was moderate in the fit condition (21%) and was higher than the much lower proportion observed in the mismatch condition (9%). Although this difference was significant in Blocks 1-4, the largest proportions of participants were best fit by this model during Block 1 (50% for regulatory fit participants and 29% for regulatory mismatch participants). One interpretation of this finding is that participants give up and respond randomly. The fact that few participants' data are well fit by this model after the first few blocks argues against this interpretation. A more likely interpretation is that regulatory fit participants generate and test numerous different rule-based strategies during the first few blocks. Under these conditions, no model that assumes a fixed decision strategy throughout the whole block will provide a good account of the data. Rather, a random responder model that assumes a fixed response probability for all the stimuli will be likely to fit best.
Taken together, the model-based analyses suggest that when cognitive flexibility is disadvantageous, due to the need to learn an information integration category structure, a regulatory fit slows the shift away from rule-based strategies toward information integration strategies. In some cases, the increase in cognitive flexibility that results from a regulatory fit leads to frequent changes in strategy that evidence themselves by a good fit of the random responder model. In other cases, the increase in flexibility leads the participant to rapidly abandon highly salient unidimensional strategies in favor of less salient, but more accurate, conjunctive strategies. Discussion experiment 3 provided the final critical test of our regulatory-fit-cognitive-flexibility hypothesis. An information integration category structure for which cognitive flexibility was disadvantageous was used, along with a losses reward structure. The regulatory fit hypothesis predicts greater cognitive flexibility for the prevention participants and, thus, poorer performance, whereas the promotion focus hypothesis predicts greater cognitive flexibility for the promotion participants and, thus, poorer performance. In support of the regulatory fit hypothesis, the prevention focus participants reached the performance criterion later, obtained lower early learning accuracy rates, and took longer to shift away from rule-based strategies toward information integration strategies.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
In this article, our aim has been to bridge the gap between research on motivation and cognition by bringing the study of motivational influences back into the realm of cognition. In particular, we examined the effects of regulatory fit (Higgins, 2000; Higgins et al., 2003; Shah et al., 1998) on perceptual classification learning. A person is assumed to be in a regulatory fit when the situational regulatory focus matches the reward structure of the task-for example, when a situational promotion focus is paired with a gains reward structure or a situational prevention focus is paired with a losses reward structure. We assumed that a regulatory fit supports more flexible cognitive processing than does a regulatory mismatch. When the perceptual classification task is one for which cognitive flexibility is advantageous, we predict better classification learning for regulatory fit participants. On the other hand, when the perceptual classification task is one for which cognitive flexibility is disadvantageous, we predict better classification learning for regulatory mismatch participants.
We tested this hypothesis across three perceptual classification-learning experiments. In experiment 1, the participant needed to abandon a simple, unidimensional rule along a salient dimension in favor of a more complex, conjunctive rule along two less salient dimensions. In experiment 1A, we used a gains reward structure, and in experiment 1B, a losses reward structure. A qualitative shift in strategy of this sort should be enhanced by greater cognitive flexibility, and thus we predicted better performance under a regulatory fit than under a regulatory mismatch. This hypothesis was supported by the data, with faster, more accurate learning for promotion participants in experiment 1A and for prevention participants in experiment 1B. Model-based analyses suggested that the performance advantage that emerged for the regulatory fit participants in both experiments was due to a faster shift away from simple, highly salient unidimensional rules toward the more complex, lower salience conjunctive rule during the intermediate stage of learning.
The results from experiment 1 suggest that a regulatory fit leads to increased cognitive flexibility but are also consistent with the simpler hypothesis that a regulatory fit simply leads to better performance. To test this hypothesis, experiments 2 and 3 were conducted. In experiment 2, we used a gains reward structure and a rule-based classification task for which cognitive flexibility was disadvantageous. In experiment 3, we used a losses reward structure and an information integration task for which cognitive flexibility was disadvantageous. If a regulatory fit leads to increased cognitive flexibility, as we propose, participants in a regulatory fit should perform worse in both experiments than participants in a regulatory mismatch. On the other hand, if a regulatory fit simply leads to better learning, regulatory fit participants should perform better than regulatory mismatch participants, replicating the effect observed in experiment 1.
In experiment 2, the two-dimensional nature of the optimal rule was apparent early in learning, and so changing the decision criterion gradually was a better strategy than attempting a qualitative shift in strategy. Under these conditions and when the goal was attainable, we predicted no effect of regulatory fit, because the regulatory fit participants would not choose to make big changes in their strategy and would behave similarly to regulatory mismatch participants. On the other hand, when the goal was unattainable, the regulatory fit participants, who have high levels of cognitive flexibility, would be more willing than low cognitive flexibility, regulatory mismatch participants to try large changes in strategy in an attempt to "find" the correct rule. Because the form of the correct rule was obvious early in learning, these large shifts in strategy would adversely affect regulatory fit participants' performance. Thus, we predicted that performance would be worst for the regulatory participants when the goal was unattainable, with no difference across the two attainable conditions. These predictions were supported by the accuracy data. In addition, and as was predicted, the locus of the promotion-unattainable condition deficit appeared to be in worse memory and more variable placement of the decision criteria.
In experiment 3, we used a category structure for which cognitive flexibility was disadvantageous. Instead of replicating the category structure used in experiment 2, we used an information integration category structure that shared many properties (e.g., same three-dimensional stimuli, same optimal accuracy, same bonus criteria) with the category structure used in experiment 1. Cognitive flexibility was predicted to increase the participants' reliance on rule-based strategies and to slow the shift toward information integration strategies. Because cognitive flexibility was disadvantageous, the regulatory fit hypothesis predicted faster learning for the promotion focus participants (who were in a mismatch condition) than for the prevention focus participants (who were in a regulatory fit condition). In line with the regulatory fit hypothesis, the promotion focus participants reached the performance criterion sooner, obtained higher accuracy rates early in learning, and abandoned rules in favor of information integration strategies more quickly than did the prevention focus participants.
Taken together, the results from experiments 2 and 3, along with the results from experiment 1, support the regulatory fit hypothesis over the simpler hypothesis that a regulatory fit leads to better overall learning regardless of whether cognitive flexibility is advantageous or disadvantageous.
Implications for Research on Cognition
These data suggest that motivational focus can be manipulated easily within the framework of cognitive research and that, at least within the domain of classification learning, this simple manipulation can have a large and easily interpretable effect on performance. Our hope is that this work will stimulate other researchers to begin to examine the effects of motivation on cognition. One reason why it is important to explore the influence of regulatory focus on cognitive processing is that many studies in cognitive psychology have an implicit promotion focus that goes unrecognized. For example, in many studies, experimental participants have received course credit or a monetary payment that often has been accompanied by a bonus for good performance. In other cases, participants have been told to complete a task and that they would be allowed to leave as soon as they had achieved a certain performance criterion. Both of these situations induce a mild promotion focus. Although researchers generally have used these procedures in an attempt to "motivate" participants to perform well, motivation has been ill defined. In addition, most studies in cognitive psychology have utilized a gains reward structure that has biased participants toward maximizing some measure, such as accuracy. Thus, the majority of studies have placed participants in a regulatory fit. As the present data suggest, this may be advantageous when flexibility in the task is beneficial but may have adverse performance consequences when flexibility in the task is not beneficial. Thus, the bulk of our data in cognitive psychology may be drawn from conditions in which the participants have had a regulatory fit.
This work also has implications for observed asymmetries between gains and losses in decision making (e.g., Kahneman & Tversky, 1979) . The present experiments suggest that the influence of gains or losses on performance depends both on people's regulatory focus and on the nature of the task being carried out. Both gains and losses can lead to cognitive flexibility when there is a regulatory fit. This work extends research by Shah and Higgins (1997) that suggested that asymmetries between gains and losses observed in previous research may reflect (in part) the fact that this work has not focused explicitly on motivational factors.
Decision Criterion Learning and Regulatory Fit
We recently tested the regulatory fit hypothesis in the domain of decision criterion learning (Markman et al., 2005) . Participants learned a noisy decision criterion under one of four conditions constructed from the factorial combination of situational regulatory focus (promotion or prevention) with the reward structure of the task (gains or losses). In this study, we tested a different form of cognitive flexibility by manipulating the nature of the payoffs associated with correct and incorrect responses. In the gains condition, the participants earned more points for being correct than for making an error and earned more points for being correct for Category A than for Category B. In the losses condition, the participants lost fewer points for being correct than for making an error and lost fewer points for being correct for Category A than for Category B. When the payoffs are asymmetric in this way, the decision criterion that maximizes reward is shifted away from the decision criterion that maximizes accuracy. Across numerous studies (reviewed in Maddox, 2002) , it has been shown that participants have a bias toward accuracy maximization. We hypothesized that cognitive flexibility was associated with a greater likelihood of abandoning the accuracy-maximizing criterion in favor of the reward-maximizing criterion. In support of this prediction, the decision criterion estimates from regulatory fit participants (i.e., promotion focus participants in a gains reward structure and prevention focus participants in a losses reward structure) were closer to the optimal reward-maximizing decision criterion than were the decision criterion estimates from regulatory mismatch participants (i.e., promotion focus participants in a losses reward structure and prevention focus participants in a gains reward structure). These results, along with those from the present study, suggest that the hypothesis that a regulatory fit leads to increased cognitive flexibility is robust and generalizes across perceptual classification and decisionmaking tasks. Future work should continue to extend the regulatory fit hypothesis to other empirical domains.
Summary
This article has reported the results from three perceptual classification experiments that provided a critical test of Maddox et al.'s (2006) prediction that regulatory fit leads to cognitive flexibility. On this view, there is a complex three-way interaction underlying cognitive performance. A person's regulatory focus at a given time interacts with the reward structure of the task to produce either a regulatory fit or a mismatch. Regulatory fit leads to greater cognitive flexibility than does regulatory mismatch. Whether a regulatory fit leads to good performance in a task, however, depends on whether flexibility is required to solve the task correctly.
In support of this view, the participants in experiment 1 with a regulatory fit performed much better than did those with a regulatory mismatch in a complex perceptual classification task that required abandoning a simple unidimensional rule in favor of a more complex conjunctive rule. Further support for this fit-flexibility hypothesis came from experiments 2 and 3, in which the participants with a regulatory mismatch performed better than those with a regulatory fit on classification tasks that required a more gradual and incremental learning process. The fit-flexibility view is supported both by overall accuracy of classification and by detailed patterns of strategy change that emerge from model-based analyses. Thus, this work demonstrates the power of exploring complex hypotheses about motivational influences on cognition with modeling techniques that support the analysis of performance changes in individual participants over the course of a study.
